Modernising inland shipping through advanced information technologies
Executive summary

This brochure focuses on information services for inland navigation, known in Europe as River Information Services (RIS). River Information Services are defined as a concept of harmonised information services to support traffic and transport management in inland navigation, including interfaces to other modes of transport. RIS are regulated under Directive 2005/44/EC. The major benefits of the implementation of RIS can be summarised as increased competitiveness, optimised use of infrastructure, improved safety, reduced carbon emissions and increased energy efficiency.

In the late 1990s, several countries started to work on information systems for inland shipping. European and national research projects paved the way towards full deployment. After the publication of the Directive 2005/44/EC, comprehensive RIS deployment projects started in all European countries with connected inland waterways. The integration of River Information Services into the Multi Annual Programme of the Trans-European Networks for Transport (TEN-T MAP) was another important step to facilitate RIS deployment.

Deployment and further development of RIS will however need to continue in the light of new requirements from the logistics sector and the European transport policy. Therefore, three lighthouse initiatives, which deal with the continued joint implementation of RIS by administrations, the further development of RIS for transport and logistics and the set up of European Services, are described in this brochure.
Freight transport performance in the European Union is expected to grow 32% by 2020 and 50% by 2030\(^1\). In order to continue to ensure sustainable mobility in the future, the optimisation of each individual mode of transport in terms of environmental friendliness, safety and energy efficiency has to go hand in hand with a shift towards more environmentally-friendly modes and an intelligent combination of the different transport modes. Transport solutions have to become more integrated, innovative, flexible and efficient.

The European Union has over 35,000 km of canals and rivers that link together hundreds of key towns and areas of industrial concentration. Although the backbone of the inland waterway network is made up of large rivers such as the Rhine and the Danube, many tributaries and canals connect a variety of smaller towns and industrial centres. A considerable number of ports along the network provide access to and links with other modes of transport. Inland navigation has vast capacities to offer, excellent environmental performance, and it can play an important role in coping with continuing transport growth. Currently freight transport by inland waterways accounts for only 5.9% of all freight transport in the EU\(^2\).

Inland waterway transport is seen as a reliable, economical, and environmentally-friendly mode of transport and is recognised by the EU as a key means of transport in the European comodal transport system. The European Commission aims to create favourable conditions for the further development of the sector as defined in the multi-annual European Action Programme for Inland Waterway Transport – “NAIADES (CEC, 2006). Its future development requires the introduction of modern concepts, technologies and solutions, so as to adapt to new market needs and to intermodal integration, thus providing an accessible, safe, and environmentally-friendly mode of transport.

River Information Services are defined as a concept of harmonised information services to support traffic and transport management in inland navigation, including interfaces to other modes of transport. RIS are regulated under Directive 2005/44/EC (European Parliament and Council of the EU, 2005), which defines binding rules for data communication and RIS equipment as well as the minimum level of RIS Services for future RIS implementations. The Directive provides a Europe-wide framework for the harmonised implementation of the RIS concept and the compatibility and interoperability of current and new RIS systems across Europe. The implementation of RIS will not only improve safety and efficiency in inland waterway traffic but enhance the environmental friendliness of transport operations in general.

---

1. Baseline scenarios used in the TRANSvisions project, ton-kilometres performed by land transport modes (road, rail and inland waterways, excluding pipelines), base year 2005 (Petersen et al, 2009).
2. Figures for 2008 based on ton-kilometres performed by land transport modes (road, rail and inland waterways, excluding pipelines), EU (2010).
River Information Services explained

What are River Information Services?

River Information Services (RIS) are harmonised information services that support traffic and transport management in inland navigation, including interfaces with other transport modes. RIS do not deal with internal commercial activities between companies, but are available for interfacing with commercial processes.

RIS streamline information exchange between public and private parties participating in inland waterway transport. The information is used in different applications and systems for enhancing traffic and transport processes. The information is shared on the basis of harmonised information and communication systems.

The need for RIS

In order to compete with - or complement, as part of a transport chain - transport modes like road and rail, traffic management in inland navigation has to provide additional services to allow for an optimisation of the traffic flow and to increase the transparency of cargo flows.

Modern logistics management requires intensive information exchange between partners in logistics chains. RIS facilitate inland waterway transport organisation and management. Through information exchange, transport operations (such as trip schedules and terminal/lock operation plans) can easily be optimised, providing advantages for inland navigation and enabling it to be integrated into the intermodal logistic chains.
The legal framework for RIS

The current legal framework for River Information Services is based on Directive 2005/44/EC, which defines binding rules for data communication as well as the minimum level of River Information Services for future RIS implementations. The Directive provides a Europe-wide framework for the harmonised implementation of RIS and the compatibility and interoperability of current and new RIS systems across Europe. For example, it specifies on which waterways RIS are compulsory (cross-border corridors, etc).

The RIS Guidelines (CEC, 2007) describe the principles and general requirements for planning, implementing and the operational use of river information services and related systems. These Guidelines are equally applicable to cargo vessels, passenger vessels and pleasure craft.

Three Commission Regulations (CEC, 2007a, 2007b and 2010) define the technical specifications for the RIS key technologies. A fourth one is about to be finalised.

Experts from public administrations, RIS application providers and logistics users contribute to the RIS Expert Groups, which are assisting the European Commission in the preparation and maintenance of the technical specifications.

Service definition

RIS provide the following information services:

**Fairway Information Services (FIS)**

Fairway Information Services contain geographical, hydrological and administrative data that are used by skippers and fleet managers to plan, execute and monitor journeys. Fairway Information Services provide dynamic information as well as static information about the use and status of the inland waterway infrastructure, and thereby support tactical and strategic navigation decision-making. Fairway Information Services contain data on the waterway infrastructure only – not data on vessel movements – and therefore consist of one-way information from shore to ship/office. Fairway Information Services are mainly provided by standardised Electronic Navigational Charts (ENC) and standardised Notices to Skippers (NtS). Notices to Skippers are provided via internet in, currently, 11 languages. RIS applications can access the data by means of web services in a machine readable format.

**Traffic Information Service**

There are two different types of traffic information, namely a Tactical Traffic Image (TTI) and a Strategic Traffic Image (STI).

The information provided in a Tactical Traffic Image supports the ship’s master in making immediate navigation decisions in an actual traffic situation. A Tactical Traffic Image also allows skippers to make navigational arrangements with other vessels, as it contains information on the position of vessels, speed, heading and specific vessel information of all targets identified by radar and – if available – Automatic Identification System (AIS). The Tactical Traffic Image is displayed on an ENC.

On the other hand, a Strategic Traffic Image provides an overview of the traffic situation over a relatively large area. It is used mainly for planning and monitoring as the Strategic Traffic Image can provide the user with information about intended voyages of vessels, (dangerous) cargo and requested times of arrival (RTA) at defined points such as locks and terminals.
Traffic management
Traffic management is carried out by waterway administrations aiming for optimal utilisation of the infrastructure and assurance of safe navigation. It can include local traffic management as well as lock and bridge management:

- Local traffic management is provided by Vessel Traffic Service (VTS). VTS/RIS centres are currently installed at critical points along the European waterway network. These centres are implemented by competent authorities to improve the safety and efficiency of vessel traffic, and to protect the environment. The service has the capability of interacting with the vessel traffic and responding to traffic situations developing in the Vessel Traffic Services area. The information required by local traffic management is gathered by means of permanent shore-based radar stations and an inland Automated Identification System network. AIS provide additional information, such as the identity and actual position of the vessel. In addition, voyage reporting systems provide information on the vessels, their cargo and the intended voyages. These information sources provide to local traffic management the necessary information to inform and advise the traffic in potentially unsafe traffic situations or in order to increase the efficiency of the traffic flow.

- Lock and bridge management supports operators in planning the use of these infrastructures by providing a Strategic Traffic Image. These services assist the operators in the calculation of estimated and requested time of arrival (ETA and RTA) of vessels. As this allows optimal planning of locking operations, the smooth passage of vessels through locks and bridges, often considered as bottlenecks in inland waterways, can be realised. Lock planning can reduce waiting times significantly. In turn, lock operators can inform the individual skipper of his requested time of arrival, enabling him to adapt his speed and possibly save on fuel.

Calamity abatement support
The calamity abatement support registers vessels and their transport data at the beginning of a journey and updates the data during the voyage. In the event of an accident, the authorities are then able to provide data immediately to the rescue and emergency teams. The Electronic Navigational Charts and the Tactical Traffic Image provide the basis for the coordination of rescue forces and nautical measures.
**Information for transport logistics**

Information services for transport logistics facilitate the planning and execution of transport and logistics services as these will allow voyage planning, transport management, port and terminal management as well as cargo and fleet management.

- **Voyage planning** includes the planning of the optimal route, the draught and the estimated time of arrival (ETA) of the vessel. Skippers and fleet managers need fairway information to make these plans.
- **Transport management** means the management of the transport chain, and is driven by freight brokers and transport service managers. It is aimed at:
  - improving the overall performance of the contracted fleet;
  - controlling the progress of the contracted transports;
  - monitoring unexpected deviations to the reliability of these transports; and
  - facilitating the billing of the logistics services.
- **Intermodal port and terminal management** provides operators with the information they need about the estimated time of arrival of the vessel and its load in order to plan resources for terminal operations. This arrival information supports the overall terminal utilisation and allows smooth passage of vessels through the terminal facilities. As a result, the transshipment time can be reduced. Additionally, in situations where there is temporarily insufficient terminal capacity, the terminal operator can inform the individual skipper of a requested time of arrival. Better slot management is possible as a result of the exchange of estimated and requested time of arrival data.

- **Cargo and fleet management** is based on information about loaded and available empty vessels including the actual vessel positions, their requested or estimated times of arrival, the cargo transported, the cargo to be shipped, and information on the terminals.

**Information for law enforcement**

RIS support law enforcement in inland navigation, both in cross-border management, such as the movement of people controlled by the immigration service, customs, etc, and in compliance with the requirements for traffic safety and with the environmental requirements.

**Statistics**

RIS can be used to collect relevant inland waterway traffic and freight statistics. Since data already collected for other services can be used, skippers and terminal and lock operators will no longer need to provide special statistics. Electronic data collection will facilitate the process for data providers and statistical offices. The statistics are of interest to the waterway authorities, international organisations and companies engaged in inland navigation and will be used to optimise strategic planning and monitoring.

**Waterway charges and harbour dues**

RIS can assist in levying charges for the use of infrastructure. The voyage data of a ship can be used to automatically calculate the charge and initiate invoicing, thus facilitating the process for waterway users and authorities.
The major benefits of the implementation of RIS can be summarised as:

- increased competitiveness;
- optimised use of infrastructures;
- improved safety;
- reduced carbon emissions; and
- increased energy efficiency.

Unlike traditional traffic management concepts, RIS follow an integrative approach, not only focusing on the needs of traffic management, but also aiming at **maximum benefits for the transport users and the environment**.

RIS facilitate the establishment of **competitive inland waterway transport** services, as well as their integration into the entire transport chain, because they comply with the information needs of modern logistics chain management. RIS permit information interfaces with all logistics chain members as well as with other transport modes.

RIS enable further real-time monitoring of the fleet and of changing fairway conditions on the route. This allows improved fleet management, including an optimised deployment of the vessels and personnel, as well as better voyage planning.

The provision of estimated times of arrival and information such as stowage plans and vessel dimensions, amongst others, enables terminal and lock operators to **optimise the use of the infrastructure and resources**. For skippers this means a reduction in waiting times. RIS also facilitate the collection and provision of statistical data in an automated and efficient way, which ultimately results in lower public expenditure.

Skippers are offered up-to-date and complete overviews of traffic situations by means of Electronic Navigational Charts, precise positioning data on approaching vessels, and electronic information about fairway and weather conditions. This allows them to take well-informed navigational decisions which will further **increase safety**. Transparency is a main prerequisite for enhanced execution of transport operations. Port operators can reduce paperwork for the collection of port dues as well as enhance calamity abatement as the port operator has additional information available.

RIS support the generation of comprehensive and transparent information processes and the smooth exchange of data (pre-announcement declarations, exchange of data on cargo/containers, etc). Cargo shippers and freight brokers can obtain cargo and voyage data, especially the estimated times of arrival and use it for preparation of their logistics processes.

RIS contribute to better **energy efficiency** by reducing fuel consumption as a consequence of better voyage planning and more reliable scheduling.

The services further provide the possibility of monitoring the transport of dangerous goods. This allows fast response in the event of accidents and potential environmental calamities. Authorities can enhance their services for the sector and streamline administrative processes by means of electronically available information.
Case studies

Case study: Vessel Traffic Services in the area of Nijmegen (the Netherlands)

In the network of Dutch rivers and channels, the River Waal is by far the most important shipping lane and densely trafficked river in Western Europe. On average, 160,000 ship movements transport 170 million tonnes of cargo annually via this waterway. Most of the cargo is transported from the port of Rotterdam to Germany and vice versa. But the River Waal is also an important element in the transport chain between Amsterdam and Germany as well as for transport in the North-South direction.

Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) were set up in order to guarantee safety of traffic and an efficient passage as well as to safeguard the environment. These Vessel Traffic Services are an important element of RIS as they provide traffic management in areas with high traffic density.

Local traffic management in Nijmegen has been in operation for several decades. In the 1980s local traffic management activities started in a restricted area in order to make convoys of up to six barges both possible and safe. In 1999 the local traffic management was extended towards the border with Germany. In 2003 the new VTS/RIS centre was opened and new equipment was installed. The current system is composed of seven unmanned radar stations and three consoles with central equipment installed in the VTS/RIS centre. The system interfaces with other RIS systems like Electronic Reporting (ERI) and the Dutch Ship Reporting System IVS90.
Case study: Lock management on the Austrian Danube

From 1 January 2009 the handwritten lock diary was replaced by an electronic tool supporting the management of all locking operations and processes on the nine Austrian Danube locks.

Following a successful implementation and several months of parallel operation, the new system was officially launched on 1 January 2009. Among the main tasks of the new system are the standardised documentation of all operational lock processes and the complete data registration of all completed lock operations. This includes detailed information on every single lock operation, such as the grouping of vessels or convoys, convoy formations, or entrance, exit and waiting times. Based on these data, the system enables the compilation of extensive statistics while reducing the administrative costs involved.

A close system connection with the Austrian AIS infrastructure, as well as automatic vessel identification via voice radio, further supports the lock personnel. The transmission of lock data between neighbouring locks along with a graphic display of the traffic situation at the upstream and downstream sections of the lock provides detailed information on the approaching vessel traffic at every lock on the Austrian stretch of the Danube.

Besides the dramatic reduction of the workload of the operators, the system also has benefits for skippers. Computer aided optimisation of the lock chambers and improved planning capability by the usage of AIS data results in increased throughput and reduced waiting times. The reduction of administrative burden and communication needs via VHF enables the operators to focus more on traffic safety.

“I am responsible for the management of the traffic through the locks on the Austrian Danube. From my point of view, the new RIS system has drastically reduced administrative procedures and relieved the lock personnel while providing them with optimal support in their daily procedures for planning, execution and documentation of pending lock operations.”

Hans-Peter Wegscheider,
Head of Traffic Management at via donau
Case study: Calamity abatement in Flanders

Accidents are rare in inland waterway transport, but in the event that one does occur, the skipper has to inform the authorities. These will ask rescue and emergency teams to assist the vessel and limit dangers to the environment. Calamity abatement support, which is an important element of RIS, can provide information about the vessel and its cargo. Moreover, RIS can assist in the information exchange. In this way, the abatement measures can be executed effectively and the danger to people and the environment can be minimised.

Because of the complex alarm chain in case of a calamity, Flanders invested in a RIS system, called C@LRIS, for handling calamities. Depending on the region, the classification and the severity of an incident, different persons need to be informed. C@LRIS is used in both Flemish RIS centres, Hasselt and Evergem, resulting in a fail-safe redundant system.

The principal objectives of C@LRIS are:
1. Enrich an incoming calamity notification: C@LRIS relies on basic RIS key applications to enrich an incoming notification of calamities. In case of an incident with a vessel, C@LRIS can provide the position of the ship, its cargo and number of persons onboard.
2. Inform people in charge of operations: Different people mean different ways of communication. C@LRIS will automatically propose the correct set of responsible people. All communication is logged by the application.
3. Inform skippers and other waterway authorities: After rescue forces are alerted, C@LRIS will inform the skippers.
4. Monitor the situation: During the calamity, the RIS operator is continuously informed. RIS information is displayed on the video wall of the RIS centres.
5. Cancellation of the calamity: When the calamity is over and no further actions are required, all contacted people will be informed.

Overview of calamity chain

1) Enrich incoming call
2) Inform rescue forces
3) Inform skippers
4) Keep overview
5) Cancellation

© GOPA-Cartermill 2010, based on information from Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV
Case study: ENCs for transporting Airbus structures on the Garonne (France)

The production of inland Electronic Navigational Charts is ongoing for all major European inland waterways. Voies Navigables de France (VNF), which is responsible for the management and development of French waterways, decided to prepare ENCs for the River Garonne.

These charts were produced in order to support the navigational safety of highly sensitive goods, the structures of the new Airbus A380. These very large aircraft body parts were imported by sea and then transported by inland waterway and then road to the plant in Toulouse for final assembly.

The ENCs were extremely important for the safety of navigation, as the barges had to sail underneath Bordeaux’s bridges where the room for manoeuvre was extremely tight. Additional constraints arose from the classification of the Pont de Pierre bridge in Bordeaux as a historic monument. In order to give permission for their transportation, French authorities needed very strong assurance that the navigation of the Airbus structures below the bridge was absolutely safe. Furthermore, Bordeaux is an estuary area and therefore subject to strong tides. Therefore, studies on the tidal influence had to be prepared, involving the calculation of bathymetric data and navigation times with extremely high precision.

The chart production therefore required the investigation and the collection of precise data on the waterway network, with actual depth data and topographic levels being surveyed with extremely high accuracy.
Case study: Electronic Reporting in Germany

In the early 1990s, in order to protect crews, people ashore, and the environment, administrations in charge of navigation on the River Rhine considered that the provision of essential information would be crucial in dealing rapidly and efficiently with accidents involving dangerous goods. A German software called MIB (Melde- und Informationssystem Binnenschifffahrt) was put into use in Germany, France and Switzerland, while a separate reporting system, IVS90, was developed in the Netherlands. This calamity abatement service has been in operation since 1994 along the River Rhine.

Mandatory reporting applies to vessels carrying dangerous goods, those carrying special goods, tankers, vessels with a length exceeding 110 metres, pushing and towing convoys, passenger cabin vessels and sea-going vessels. As far as trans-boundary traffic is concerned, the exchange of data, where mandatory, among waterway and/or shipping authorities (VTS/RIS centre) will take place automatically when the vessel concerned crosses the border.

Prior to departure, the skipper will convey mandatory data by VHF radio, fax, phone, or Electronic Reporting to the competent VTS/RIS centre. During passage, the skipper will report again when passing a reporting point, when a major change occurs to the data previously reported, or when there is an extended pause in his itinerary. Each VTS/RIS centre will keep the information received as long as the vessel is in its area of competence and will forward such information to the next VTS/RIS centre as the vessel proceeds on its voyage.

In the event of an accident, the data stored under MIB is used to generate an emergency report, which is then forwarded to inform both the rescue and salvage units and the authorities responsible for dealing with the accident.

In the wake of the accident involving the container vessel Excelsior on the Rhine at Cologne in 2007, a decision was taken to extend mandatory reporting to container vessels. Given the large number of containers carried onboard vessels and convoys, it was considered necessary to adopt mandatory reporting in accordance with a given technical specification. Mandatory Electronic Reporting for vessels either carrying more than 20 ordinary containers or carrying one or more containers containing hazardous substances was introduced on 1 January 2010.

Skippers used the Dutch software programs BICS (Barge Information and Communication System) or a web application called ERINET for drawing up their electronic reports and transmitted these via the internet or a dial-up connection. Mandatory reporting via VHF radio of a vessel's position and direction of travel remains unaffected.

At present, MIB is in use on the River Rhine, the Moselle, the Untermain, the Küstenkanal, and on the waterways Westdeutsches Kanalnetz. Its extension to include other German waterways is currently in preparation. For the time being, mandatory Electronic Reporting for container vessels has been introduced only for vessels navigating on the River Rhine.
Case study: Traffic management in mixed traffic areas

The Scheldt Radar Network (SRN) provides Vessel Traffic Services in a mixed traffic area. It is implemented by a joint cooperation between the Flemish and Dutch organisations which are responsible for the region of the Scheldt River and its approaches. Vessel Traffic Services are provided at all times for about 150,000 ship movements per year.

The Scheldt Radar Network works in a mixed mode, i.e. with sea-going vessels and inland barges. It is based on five manned Vessel Traffic Service centres which get Tactical Traffic Information via 21 radar stations.

Starting in 2008, the existing traffic management systems were adapted in such a way that services for inland navigation could be enhanced with the implementation of RIS.

Subsequently, the radar network was extended with an inland AIS network. Voyage and Strategic Traffic Information is provided by Electronic Reporting. The system contains a route model for the complete working area, which is used for voyage planning. The estimated times of arrival of the vessels are calculated for the different passage points on the voyage and are continuously updated on the basis of the provided requested times of arrival. The information on voyages, via Electronic Reporting, is exchanged with other organisations. Notices to Skippers and Electronic Navigational Charts are provided via the RIS portal.
Case study: RIS outside of the European Union (Serbia)

In Serbia, RIS has had a significant impact on fairway marking and the provision of fairway related information to the skippers. Since the introduction of the pilot system for tracking and tracing on the Serbian Danube in 2007 obtaining information about ship routes at different water levels has been only a few mouse clicks away. This information is very valuable as a feedback for fairway planning and marking.

While placing the buoys on the fairway, marking vessels use position information on Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs) to properly position the buoys. The position of the buoys is sent to headquarters, where ENCs are produced on the basis of inputs from the field. The navigational information about the Serbian stretch of the Danube waterway is published through a common web portal. This web portal is harmonised and language independent, and completely free of charge. This is different to the previous practice of only publishing the marking plan in a single national language.

“Our administration is in charge of supervising, maintaining and developing international waterways in Serbia. With RIS, we have improved the procedures of our waterway administration significantly. This resulted in tremendous benefits for the waterway users, which are highly appreciated. Moreover, we have introduced new procedures for the data exchange on the common river section with Romania. Consequently, both administrations can publish Electronic Navigable Charts in a synchronised manner with virtually no costs. Differences in projection systems and data formats have been overcome by using state-of-the-art RIS technologies. Today, the skippers navigating through the common stretch of the Danube between Serbia and Romania have no doubt whether Serbian or Romanian ENCs should be used. Both offer the same content and quality.

I am very glad that we decided in 2004 to set up and use River Information Services according to European specifications. This was an important element for convincing the European Union to also finance the full roll-out of RIS on the Serbian Danube.”

Zoran Lukic, Head of the RIS Department at Plovput
Deployment steps

A bit of history

In the late 1990s, several countries worked on information systems for inland shipping. As their work was not very coordinated, continuation could have led to the implementation of different technologies in each country. Skippers would have had to install several systems for their international voyages. This would have resulted in extra cost and low acceptance.

European research, particularly that funded through EU research programmes, has played a very important role in harmonising the development of RIS. The policy development went hand in hand with European research. Research, demonstration and implementation activities have contributed to technology, organisation and policy, and have helped to clear the obstacles to effective realisation of River Information Services. Relevant research projects included the following:

- **Inland Navigation Demonstrator for River Information Services (INDRIS, FP4)** demonstrated traffic management for inland navigation and made the first steps towards the definition of River Information Services.
- **Advanced Logistics Solutions for the Waterway Danube (ALSO DANUBE, FP5)** focused not only on the development of appropriate IT solutions for transport management, but also generated concepts to create a “friendly” business environment for waterborne transport in managed intermodal logistics chains.
- **Consortium Operational Management Platform for River Information Services (COMPRIS, FP5)** dealt with the pan-European harmonisation of River Information Services, which is a pre-requisite for full installation of RIS on all navigable waterways. The outcome of COMPRIS was a pan-European consensus on RIS system elements, applications and their interfaces.

Therefore, COMPRIS was an important milestone towards the pan-European installation of RIS.

The publication of the Directive 2005/44/EC marked an important milestone in the implementation of RIS, as it defined binding rules for data communication and RIS equipment as well as the minimum level of River Information Services for future RIS implementations.

Supported by the TEN-T Programme, the Master Plan for River Information Services (IRIS Master Plan), a master plan for the implementation of RIS in Europe was finished in 2006. Through intensive consultation with all European countries which have navigable waterways, a detailed road map from 2005 to 2013 for the harmonised implementation of RIS in Europe, including budget estimations, was elaborated.

The integration of River Information Services into the Multi Annual Programme of the Trans-European Networks for Transport (TEN-T MAP) was another important step. The TEN-T MAP earmarked an indicative budget of € 50 million for RIS implementation activities in the European Union between 2007 and 2013. The first call for proposals was launched in 2008 and six projects were selected. A second call for proposals was launched in 2010; the next calls are planned for 2011 and 2012.

In addition to the TEN-T MAP, several European funding schemes have been available for co-financing further development of RIS and its deployment:

- national funding of countries;
- Cohesion Funds;
- the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA); and
- financial support to logistics companies using RIS (e.g. fleet operators).
The early phases of RIS deployment

The Netherlands and Germany established Vessel Traffic Centres at critical stretches of waterways during the 1980s and 1990s. Both countries started the development of reporting systems in the 1990s. At the end of the 1990s the German waterway administration started with the preparation of Electronic Navigational Charts on the Rhine. Consequently, the German, Dutch, Austrian and other administrations started the production of ENCs. In those years, several authorities started RIS deployment but similar services were implemented differently in each country.

The initiative of those countries together with the impulse coming from the research projects led to the start of several RIS deployment projects, which were co-funded mainly from the TEN-T Programme. In the following, a selection of the first RIS implementation projects, which were co-funded by the European Union, is listed.

RIS in Austria

**Donau River Information Services, DoRIS**: Starting in 2001, the first traffic management system in Europe based on inland AIS was implemented. With the support of a dedicated programme, most commercial vessels sailing on the Austrian Danube were equipped with AIS transponders. Since July 2008, inland AIS has been mandatory for vessels longer than 20 metres and/or with more than 12 persons onboard.

RIS in Hungary

**Dangerous Cargo Transport Monitoring on Inland Waterways, DaTraM**: Since 1996 VHF and IT systems are in operation on the Hungarian section of the River Danube to support inland navigation. Within DaTraM, which started in 2004, the Hungarian administration modernised its centre for calamity abatement support, and implemented and tested an AIS pilot infrastructure, Notices to Skippers and Electronic Reporting. The new systems and procedures enhanced the monitoring of dangerous cargo transportation.

The Directive 2005/44/EC and European financial support played an important role in the pan-European roll-out of River Information Services.
RIS in France and Wallonia

Système Information Fluviale (SIF): Starting in 2006, Voies Navigables de France (VNF) and the Walloon fairway authority established a pilot implementation on the Seine-Scheldt waterway axis. A traffic monitoring system and an Electronic Reporting pilot infrastructure were set up.

RIS in Croatia

Croatia was the second country in Europe with full AIS coverage on the Danube and ready to use ENCs. The RIS centre was financed by the Croatian Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and was opened in 2006 in Vukovar on the Danube. RIS projects included those for the Danube and Drava (both CRORIS) and the Detailed Design and Prototype Installation on the Sava River.

Implementation of RIS in Europe I

IRIS Europe I was the first RIS deployment project on a pan-European scale, in which the 8 countries (AT/BE/BG/FR/HU/NL/RO/SK) joined forces and upgraded their RIS systems. The project focused specifically on cross-border information services and the related data exchange (see chapter 8).

Towards full deployment of RIS

After the publication of the Directive 2005/44/EC, comprehensive RIS deployment projects also started in all other European countries with connected inland waterways. As the Directive provides the general framework for a harmonised set of services in all countries, RIS applications will have to be compatible in order to minimise investment costs for the inland navigation sector. In order to “guide” RIS development, most European countries have linked their national RIS deployment projects through multinational projects with each other. Harmonised RIS deployment across Europe is facilitated through defining new services jointly (see chapter 8). A selection of EU co-funded RIS deployment projects is described below.

RIS in Europe

Implementation of IRIS Europe II: The second pan-European RIS implementation project focuses on further enhancement and fine-tuning of RIS key technologies, services and applications (see chapter 8).
**RIS in Belgium**

**Implementation of RIS in Flanders:** Starting in 2008, the project concerns studies and works undertaken by the two Flemish inland waterway managers and the Flemish sea ports of Antwerp and Ghent in order to comply with the Directive 2005/44/EC.

**RIS in Belgium and the Netherlands**

**Implementation of RIS on the Westerscheldt River:** The Westerscheldt River, located on the border between Belgium and the Netherlands, is a very important axis for waterborne transport and used at high capacity by maritime and inland transport. Starting in 2008, the existing local vessel traffic management systems on the Westerscheldt were adapted in such a way that they will be able to offer information services to maritime and inland vessels (see case study p. 14).

**RIS in the Netherlands**

**Study and implementation of AIS monitoring network:** Since 2009, the Dutch administration has started the implementation of an inland Automatic Identification System monitoring network covering all the waterways of the Netherlands. This includes interfaces with other existing maritime AIS monitoring networks and integration with local traffic management as well as lock and bridge operation.

**Implementation of Fairway Information Services (FIS) in the Netherlands:** Since 2009, the Dutch administration has started to implement a FIS portal aiming at improving the reliability of travel times on inland waterways through the provision of robust (accurate and timely) data for voyages and improving algorithms for estimating travel times in route planning application software. The FIS portal in the Netherlands will include the distribution of Notices to Skippers, Electronic Navigation Charts, information on locks and bridges, information on routes and fairway section, actual and predicted meteorological and hydrological information, as well as rules and regulations. In the future, FIS will also include strategic traffic and transport information provided under strict authorisation principles.
RIVER INFORMATION SERVICES

RIS in the Netherlands and Germany
Full deployment of inland AIS transponders:
Traffic management making use of inland AIS is only feasible if a high percentage of the vessels are equipped with inland AIS transponders. In order to facilitate a rapid introduction of transponders on the River Rhine, the Dutch and German administrations started an equipment programme to install inland AIS transponders on all vessels longer than 20 metres or all shorter vessels that operate commercially and use the main waterways (class IV and higher) in Germany and the Netherlands. The German and Dutch authorities plan to equip approximately 10,000 vessels between 2008 and 2013.

RIS in Romania
Implementation of RIS in Romania (RoRIS):
Since 2000, an AIS-based traffic management infrastructure on the Danube-Black Sea Canal was implemented. Between 2002 and 2006, RIS deployment started on the Danube with the production of Electronic Navigational Charts, implementation of Notices to Skippers, an Electronic Reporting infrastructure, the set up of one national RIS centre, four regional RIS centres and 21 VTS/RIS local centres, and the implementation of VHF radio communication systems and an AIS network. Full deployment of RIS on the Danube and the Danube-Black Sea Canal is planned with the support of the EU Cohesion Funds. As of 2010, Electronic Reporting and NtS infrastructures will be upgraded to the latest technical specifications; the inland AIS and VHF infrastructure will be completed by 2013.

RIS in Bulgaria
Implementation of RIS in Bulgaria (BulRIS): BulRIS started with the preparation of a feasibility study, the production of ENCs and the establishment of a RIS test centre in 2007. The tender for establishing the first step of the RIS system was contracted in early 2010. Further steps for the full-scale deployment of RIS in Bulgaria are planned up to 2013.

RIS outside the EU
Implementation of RIS in Serbia: Serbia was among the first countries to prepare Electronic Navigational Charts and set up a RIS test centre on the central Danube. In line with Directive 2005/44/EC, the overall programme for the introduction of RIS on the Serbian Danube started in 2009 and will lead to a full-scale implementation of RIS in 2012 (see case study p.15).

Implementation of RIS in the Ukraine:
Ukrainian authorities have been preparing Electronic Navigational Charts, operating VTS/RIS centres and setting up RIS test systems.

New services
In the context of the EU’s Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (FP7), projects focus on the development and further harmonisation of new services at two levels:
• at the level of transport-related services: River Information Services for Transport and Logistics (RISING);
• at the level of “European” services: Platform for the Implementation of NAIADES (PLATINA), see chapter 8 for details.
In March 2010, the European Commission presented the **Europe 2020 Strategy** (CEC, 2010a), to overcome the economic crisis and prepare the EU economy for the next decade. The European Commission identifies three key drivers for growth, to be implemented through actions at European and national levels:

- **smart growth** (fostering knowledge, innovation, education and the digital society);
- **sustainable growth** (making our production more resource efficient while boosting our competitiveness); and
- **inclusive growth** (raising participation in the labour market, the acquisition of skills and the fight against poverty).

This drive for growth and jobs requires ownership at top political level and mobilisation from all actors across Europe. The European Commission’s 2020 Strategy consists of a series of flagship initiatives including:

- decoupling economic growth from the use of resources;
- supporting the shift towards a low carbon economy;
- increasing the use of renewable energy sources;
- modernising the transport sector; and
- promoting energy efficiency.

Intelligent traffic management for all modes of transport, better logistics and pursuing the reduction of CO₂ emissions are examples of measures that could be taken.

The European Commission is also preparing a new long-term strategy for the future of transport and mobility. This **new White Paper** will set policy objectives until 2020. It will focus on:

- a competitive, innovative and environmentally-friendly industry;
- the removal of bottlenecks and remaining barriers to transport; and
- looking at people: passengers, clients and transport professionals.

Given the need to devise policy solutions that reduce dependency of transport on fossil fuels and to commit to fighting climate change, the European Commission has stated that it aims to construct policy in such a way that the **decarbonisation** process does not negatively affect achievements in European **mobility**.

Some suggestions include the **better integration of transport modes**. Transport is shaped by infrastructure. Ideally, railways and inland waterways should increasingly be used for long-distance transport, especially of heavy and bulky cargo, while road should be used for shorter distances and to complement rail and inland waterways on the "last mile". Last but not least, the logistics efficiency of inland waterway transport and their interconnection with the other transport modes needs to be improved.
River Information Services contribute to enhancing the efficiency of inland navigation. Moreover, they facilitate the integration of transport modes through information exchange across the logistics chain.

Another important pillar of the European Commission’s activities on Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) relates to the Trans-European Networks for Transport (TEN-T). As this brochure went to print the European Commission was in the decisive phase of the review of the TEN-T policy. River Information Services together with ITS for other modes of transport represent an important part of the proposed conceptual pillar of the network. River Information Services will enhance the efficient use of infrastructure and are a key to genuine network integration.

Within the Freight Transport Logistics Action Plan (CEC, 2007c), the European Commission has outlined the concept of e-Freight. This concept is a vision of a paper-free, electronic flow of information associating the physical flow of goods with a paperless trail built by Information and Communication Technologies. It includes the ability to track and trace freight across transport modes and to automate the exchange of content-related data for regulatory or commercial purposes. Freight should be identifiable and locatable regardless of the mode used to transport it. For this to happen, standard interfaces within the various transport modes are required to be interoperable across modes. River Information Services form an important element of e-Freight.

In January 2006, the multi-annual European Action Programme for Inland Waterway Transport (NAIADES), which aims at promoting inland waterway transport (IWT) in Europe, was launched (CEC, 2006). It includes recommendations for actions to be taken between 2006 and 2013 by the European Commission, member states’ river commissions and the inland navigation sector. The implementation of RIS is an important element of the strategic area “infrastructure”.

RIVER INFORMATION SERVICES

RIS in 2025 – a possible way forward

Where does RIS stand today?

The Directive 2005/44/EC applies to 12 EU member states and one candidate country (Croatia). Serbia, Switzerland and the Ukraine are not formally concerned, however all three are undertaking significant steps in RIS deployment. Since the 1980s, much has been achieved by the administrations and the private sector.

A few examples of the state-of-the-art in 2010:

• Electronic Navigational Charts are provided for approximately 70% of the major European waterways. On the Danube and the Rhine full coverage has already been achieved.
• More than 6,000 vessels - commercial vessels and pleasure crafts alike - are already equipped with inland Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS) viewers, which represents approximately 45% of the total fleet.
• Authorities from 12 countries provide Notices to Skippers.
• At some dangerous spots in the waterway network there are VTS/RIS centres to improve the safety, increase the efficiency and safeguard the environment.
• In the Scheldt River – an important maritime connection to Antwerp – RIS are included in the local traffic management system for mixed traffic.
• The Netherlands and Germany have ship reporting systems in operation and exchange the reported information. The systems can be used for increasing the efficiency of lock and bridge operations and for calamity abatement support.
• Approximately 20% of the fleet reports cargo and voyage data electronically. For container vessels, Electronic Reporting is already mandatory on the River Rhine.
• Authorities from six EU member states and Serbia have started equipment programmes for inland AIS transponders, aiming at equipping up to 13,000 inland vessels, which is nearly the entire motorised fleet.
• Inland AIS infrastructures support traffic management in 12 countries.

In the last decade, authorities have made significant efforts in implementing RIS. Much has been achieved already but additional steps are needed to make services more efficient and to make them available for the entire inland waterway network.

The inland navigation sector has taken up RIS. In 2010 RIS applications still focus very much on the safety of inland navigation while automatic information exchange with terminal operators, freight brokers and shippers is used primarily in pilot operations.
A vision for 2025 and beyond

RIS implementations in 2025 will be based upon stable technologies fully adapted to the needs of inland waterway transport (IWT). National RIS implementations will be fully harmonised and seamlessly implemented along the entire European inland waterway network.

In 2025, authorities will provide RIS not only for the major waterways, but for all navigable waterways. Therefore, Electronic Navigational Charts of smaller waterways will have to be provided as well. Efficient update procedures, especially with relation to actual depth information and dynamic information (e.g. water level information) are expected to be available for skippers. Notice to Skippers information will be available from every RIS provider for navigable rivers of all sizes and automatically included in ENCs and voyage planners, so that route planning will be supported with automatic information from authorities. It is expected that these services will not only be used by cargo and passenger vessels, but also by pleasure craft.

From a user’s point of view RIS applications will be integrated with each other and will be available in all wheel houses as they will be integrated with the standard navigation equipment. RIS technologies will no longer be seen separately but be merged into a homogenous onboard system which can be adapted to the needs of the skipper. In order to enhance safety of navigation, navigational support systems will track and integrate radar, AIS and other sensor data like rate-of-turn, showing real and accurate vessel outlines in 3D displays. In addition, the ENC data will be fully available in 3D, providing the possibility for heads-up display. High precision positioning based on Galileo and accurate integrated navigation receivers will allow for navigational support systems similar to those in air transport. Such systems will not only ease lock and bridge passages, but also provide automated docking assistance, path keeping and auto-piloting. Intelligent algorithms onboard will allow for automatic collision detection and emergency manoeuvring.

In order to enhance the efficiency of inland navigation, voyage planning applications will
provide guidance for efficient navigation with regard to transport time, fuel consumption and emissions. Such systems will consider fairway and traffic information, as well as lock and harbour schedules, to calculate optimal route plans and ETAs. These will also support the automatic selection of the optimum track on the fairway by considering precise real-time data on waterway depth and traffic information allowing optimised loading and safety. Through information exchange by RIS, inland navigation will develop the capacity to be managed in time slots at, for instance, locks and ports, in a way that is comparable to air traffic.

As a seamless wireless data network will be available throughout Europe, the communication bottlenecks will vanish and allow for broadband services, enabling RIS to be fully integrated in logistics chain management. Accurate timing of transport processes, timed slots for transhipment and continuous tracking and tracing of cargos will be standard, as is the case today in some areas of road freight transport.

In 2025, traffic-related River Information Services will be provided by a network of interconnected national and European RIS providers. National and European service providers will deliver according to agreed and guaranteed service levels so that the transport sector can rely on RIS. Users will no longer see the national boundaries but be presented with harmonised seamless services of high quality and reliability. Vessel tracking and tracing will be available throughout Europe and hence contribute to traffic management, as well as to status monitoring and deviation management of logistics chains by freight forwarders and cargo shippers.

**Reporting of cargo and voyage information** will become part of the standard transportation process and will be used to eliminate the borders with other transport modes, especially with maritime transport. Inland and maritime navigation will be based on the same or similar navigation and communication technologies, bringing both even closer together and allowing for homogenous traffic management in ports with mixed traffic.
Due to a well established legal basis and open data exchange standards, the **e-Freight concept** will become reality and inland navigation will be integrated into managed logistics chains.

Evaluation of the legal background for RIS may have identified several candidates for **additional technical specifications** in order to facilitate the full deployment of RIS. These could be in the following areas:

- service parameters for River Information Services;
- technical, legal and organisational definitions for international data exchange and interfaces among (governmental) national and European RIS providers and logistical RIS users; and
- a minimum set of data to be provided by commercial vessels, for instance carriage requirements of inland AIS transponders, requirements to report cargo and voyage data electronically.

Further technical specifications could also consider the implementation progress, especially at the level of new technologies and emerging challenges resulting from the gradual implementation of River Information Services along the entire European inland waterway network.

**What are the lighthouse initiatives for RIS deployment on the way to 2025 and beyond?**

What are the leading initiatives that should guide national RIS implementations and RIS deployment by the inland navigation sector?

- In the first decade of RIS deployment, much has been achieved, but the sets of RIS services provided by national RIS providers need to be further harmonised. In order to enable the RIS providers to offer a **harmonised** set of RIS services, additional RIS infrastructure needs to be set up and future deployment activities need to be harmonised with one another. This is a continuous and ongoing activity, which is a crucial element for achieving harmonised RIS deployment in Europe (see lighthouse initiative 1).
- With regards to RIS for transport management, the first steps have been taken at European level within the framework of the research projects **ALSO DANUBE** and **RISING**. Preliminary results, especially when comparing the current services with the e-Freight system architecture, indicate that there is much potential in those services. In order to reach a **fully-integrated logistics chain management**, where RIS play an important role, it is necessary to agree on predefined services and data interfaces between the modes on a European level. Furthermore, the access to and exchange of transport-related RIS data has to be agreed at a European level without bureaucratic barriers. Research in the future should focus on this area (see lighthouse initiative 2).
- The progress in RIS deployment has shown the need for the deployment of “European” services such as the **European reference data management system** managing the infrastructure information of the entire European inland waterway network. The first steps for setting up such services have been taken within EU-financed projects, however further development and a more sustainable organisational structure must be on the agenda (see lighthouse initiative 3).
Lighthouse initiatives

Lighthouse initiative 1: Harmonised implementation of RIS services by the administrations: IRIS Europe I and II

The IRIS Europe initiative focuses on the coordinated Implementation of RIS in Europe. For that purpose the multi national projects IRIS Europe I (2006-08) and its follow-up IRIS Europe II (2009-11) – co-funded by the European Union within the TEN-T Programme – were initiated with the main objective of starting and proceeding with the harmonised implementation of RIS at the European level in order to enhance safety, efficiency, environmental friendliness and thus the attractiveness of inland navigation beyond individual country borders.
**IRIS Europe I** was a multi-beneficiary Europe-wide project for the pilot implementation and expansion of the functionality of River Information Services (RIS) on the European waterway network. The project addressed the elimination of existing bottlenecks in intelligent infrastructure on European waterways and defined additional functionality for River Information Services in the Danube and Rhine-Seine regions. The project focused specifically on **cross-border information services** and the related data exchange and procedures. Innovative River Information Services such as traffic and transport information exchange, hull data exchange and calamity abatement were validated by means of interconnected pilot installations. IRIS Europe I was successfully closed by the end of 2008.

Its successor, the **IRIS Europe II** project focuses on further enhancement and fine-tuning of RIS key technologies, services and applications based on the results of IRIS Europe I, as well as on new topics. It addresses four main thematic areas:

- Implementation and enhancement of existing **Fairway Information Services** in order to provide relevant information such as water depth, water levels and Notices to Skippers to the fairway users in a sophisticated and efficient way.
- Implementation of **pilot infrastructure** and enhancement of **traffic and transport-related River Information Services** like calamity abatement and Electronic Reporting in order to further increase safety and efficiency of inland navigation.
- Enhancement of **cross-border RIS data exchange** through a pilot operation of international exchange of traffic and transport information, as has been specified and piloted within IRIS Europe I. A further enhancement at the functional and geographical level is foreseen as well as the interconnection of national infrastructures to European services like the European Vessel Hull Database.
- Introduction, monitoring and management of **‘Quality of Information Services’ for RIS** will benchmark the performance of systems and quality of data. This is essential for the acceptance of RIS. Thus, IRIS Europe II also focuses on the definition of minimum quality requirements towards selected technologies and services on European level which will be the basis for further definitions of quality levels on a wider scope within RIS.

**Outlook after IRIS Europe II:**
Although the IRIS Europe projects have brought the harmonised implementation of RIS in Europe a major step forward, there is much work to be done in further international projects. It is vital to keep up the pace of continuous improvement of the services and to increase the user-friendliness and added value for all user groups.

Future issues after IRIS Europe II might be:

- further implementation of international RIS data exchange (integration of additional countries, new user groups and services);
- definition, implementation and maintenance of agreed European service levels for RIS; and
- development, standardisation and implementation of further services based on the needs and requirements of the governmental and logistics stakeholders within inland navigation.
Lighthouse initiative 2: River Information Services for transport and logistics: the research project RISING

The FP7 project **RISING (RIS Services for Improving the Integration of Inland Waterway Transports into Intermodal Chains)** has the objective of developing and testing new River Information Services for the European IWT sector and its enterprises. In contrast to other RIS projects, RISING focuses exclusively on the present and future needs of the European transport and logistics sector.

**What type of RIS information do you need for logistics processes?**

"**Industrie Logistik Linz** is a logistics service provider organising the supply chains of various original equipment manufacturers in Upper Austria and the Netherlands. Using inland navigation we transport about half a million tons per year. RIS are very important for us because they provide all the information that we need for the planning and steering of our processes. Primarily we need the current data on the condition of the infrastructure. This means that we require information about water levels and the status of locks and ports. In addition, we need the corresponding forecasts in order to plan our processes. In this context ‘Event Management’ and ‘Tracking & Tracing’ play an important role and are essential for the planning and control of inland waterway transport."

*Ralph Gallob, General Manager of Industrie Logistik Linz*

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistics processes</th>
<th>RIS support, for instance.....</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning phase</td>
<td>• Voyage planning (water levels/prognoses, lock operation status, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fleet management, capacity management, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution phase</td>
<td>• Tracking and tracing of (unpropelled) inland vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ‘Event Management’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ports and terminals (berthing, loading, pre- and post-haulage, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion phase</td>
<td>• Electronic data exchange and document management (ERI, NtS, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Invoicing and controlling processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a need to exploit existing and identify new River Information Services for almost every step of an IWT-based transport logistics process, from planning to execution and completion.

**RISING demonstrator cases** - characterised by different types of commodities such as container, steel products, high & heavy, bulk cargo - will be carried out along the Rhine/Scheldt, the Danube, and the Elbe/Weser.

"**Portbase** is a port community system provider in the Netherlands managing approximately three million transactions per month for all port sectors. RIS are very important for us because of ‘Event Management’. If deviations occur during the voyage or port operations, an updated estimated time of arrival is required. This updated ETA is available at the barge operators and can be shared with the other terminals involved in the planning. Terminals can adopt their planning to the new situation and in this way improve their operational performance."

*Marten van der Velde, Strategy and Business Development Manager at Portbase*
Lighthouse initiative 3: Set-up of first European services

In 2006 the European Commission launched the action programme NAIADES, and thereby set up for the first time an integrated and comprehensive inland waterway transport policy. NAIADES is addressed to all stakeholders - the EU, member states and the sector. NAIADES is embedded in the comodality concept aiming at the further development of inland waterway transport and its efficient integration into the overall transport chain. It combines legislative with policy and itemised financial support measures.

In 2008 the European Commission launched the FP7 Platform for the implementation of NAIADES (PLATINA), bringing together all relevant stakeholders and establishing a broad knowledge base. Recognising that the coordinated implementation of the European NAIADES action programme is a shared responsibility, the PLATINA consortium is dedicated to supporting the European Commission, member states and third countries, river commissions and the inland navigation sector in the implementation of selected NAIADES actions. Organised along the lines of the NAIADES action programme, five thematic areas are pursued in the work plan of PLATINA. RIS is part of the thematic area ‘Infrastructure’. Therefore, PLATINA activities in the area of River Information Services include the following:

• RIS implementation support
• European Hull Database
• RIS data management system
• RIS portal.
**RIS implementation support**
PLATINA facilitates the European harmonisation, and implementation of River Information Services through supporting the RIS Expert Groups’ work, and by streamlining data management and maintenance procedures within and between RIS Expert Groups.

**European Hull Database**
Certain inland waterway vessels require a technical inspection before being allowed to sail on European inland waterways. Vessel certification authorities issue community certificates after technical inspections. A subset of the data of community certificates, the so-called minimum set of hull data, includes the ‘Unique European Vessel Identification Number’, the name of the vessel, its length and breadth. The minimum set of hull data should be exchanged among vessel certification authorities and with RIS authorities. PLATINA facilitates the implementation of the European Hull Database, which eases this data exchange. In addition, an operational concept for the future operation of the European Hull Database has been prepared.

**RIS data management system**
RIS reference data represents the basic element of all RIS applications. This data includes data of the entire inland waterway network, for instance the location of locks, bridges and ports. This data is generated by national authorities. Skippers need the data in RIS applications. Therefore, this data needs to be consolidated and maintained on a structural basis, in order to avoid the use of different data versions in onboard applications. In cooperation with national authorities, PLATINA defined data management procedures and implemented a reference management tool. This facilitates the harmonised generation of reference data. Application manufacturers and RIS users can download this data from one central point.

**RIS portal**
A benchmark and inventory to determine the best approach for a one-stop RIS portal was undertaken in cooperation with the RIS Expert Groups, also taking national activities into account. Technical specifications for the RIS portal were approved by the Expert Groups in April 2009. Based on these technical specifications the RIS portal (www.ris.eu) has been built and was successfully launched during the RIS Expert Groups meetings in November 2009 in Vienna.
Conclusions

The RIS concept aims at implementing information services to support the planning and management of traffic and transport operations. Implementing RIS has not only improved traffic safety and environmental protection but also simultaneously enhanced the efficiency of transport operations and increased competitiveness. Although waterway users and authorities are considered the direct beneficiaries from operational improvements, the implementation of RIS has been contributing to a more efficient inland navigation sector, safe navigation, decreased emissions, and lower transport costs.

Looking back, the RIS Directive and EU financial support have been paving the way towards harmonised RIS implementation on European waterways. Since the publication of the Directive, much has been achieved. Electronic Navigational Charts, for instance, have been produced for the entire River Danube. On the Rhine, Electronic Reporting was made mandatory for container transportation, to name only two examples.

The next steps include the joint development of additional services, in particular for logistics companies using RIS, the set up of “European services”, further enhancement of the legal framework for RIS and last but not least assuring the continued political and financial support at national and European level in the future.

Following implementation of RIS over European waterways, future inland navigation will be more integrated, transparent and safer. Inland navigation in the enlarged EU will continue to develop, effectively supported by RIS. Transport by inland waterways will continue to become an even more user-friendly and environmentally-friendly mode of transport that will facilitate modern logistic integration and intermodal transport. The inland navigation sector and national RIS authorities in cooperation with the European Commission can facilitate the modernisation of inland navigation by means of a harmonised pan-European RIS deployment.
Note that for projects where no website is given, or further projects related to River Information Services, project information can be obtained from the TRKC website at www.transport-research.info
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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIS</strong></td>
<td>Automatic Identification System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BulRIS</strong></td>
<td>RIS in Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BICS</strong></td>
<td>Barge Information and Communication System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEC</strong></td>
<td>Commission of the European Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DG MOVE</strong></td>
<td>Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DoRIS</strong></td>
<td>Donau River Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EC</strong></td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECDIS</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Chart Display and Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENC</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Navigational Charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERI</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ETA</strong></td>
<td>Estimated Time of Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EU</strong></td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIS</strong></td>
<td>Fairway Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FP4/5/6/7</strong></td>
<td>Fourth / Fifth / Sixth / Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICT</strong></td>
<td>Information and Communication Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IPA</strong></td>
<td>Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IT</strong></td>
<td>Information Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWT</td>
<td>Inland Waterway Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDRIS</td>
<td>Inland Navigation Demonstrator for River Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Intelligent Transport Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIADES</td>
<td>Navigation and Inland Waterway Action and Development in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NtS</td>
<td>Notices to Skippers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIS</td>
<td>River Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoRIS</td>
<td>RIS in Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTA</td>
<td>Requested Time of Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRN</td>
<td>Scheldt Radar Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI</td>
<td>Strategic Traffic Information / Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEN-T</td>
<td>Trans-European Network – Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEN-T MAP</td>
<td>Trans-European Network – Transport Multi Annual Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRKC</td>
<td>Transport Research Knowledge Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTI</td>
<td>Tactical Traffic Information / Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTS</td>
<td>Vessel Traffic Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Directive 2005/44/EC on River Information Services (RIS) on inland waterways is an important milestone for establishing pan-European RIS. This brochure describes the RIS and their developments in Europe. It outlines the significant achievements on RIS deployment since the publication of the Directive and describes the RIS development and a possible deployment path until 2025 and beyond.